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ABSTRACT

In wireless networks, it is required to change an operating frequency as part of the radio resource management due to strong interference or system requirements of accessing radio resources. In this thesis, we propose two radio resource management schemes in wireless sensor networks and cognitive radio networks. In the proposed schemes, sensor networks switch to a new channel when they detect strong interference and a secondary user in cognitive radio networks moves to a new spectrum when it detects or predicts the presence of a primary user.

In the first part of the thesis, we propose a channel hopping scheme which can be used for interfered wireless networks. With the additive functionality of a channel hopping mechanism on the sensor network stack, we aim to avoid the interference from other sensor nodes and wireless technologies on ISM band as well as avoid narrow-band jamming. For simple and reliable channel hopping, we introduce an Adaptive Channel Hopping scheme, a spectrum environment aware channel hopping scheme, for interference robust wireless sensor networks. When the channel status becomes suboptimal to communicate, the adaptive channel hopping lets the sensors switch to a new clean channel. To generate channel selection/scanning orders which minimize channel hopping latency, we use two parameters which are link quality indicator (LQI) and channel weighting. The proposed adaptive channel hopping scheme is evaluated through simulations. Simulation results indicate that
the proposed scheme significantly reduces the channel hopping latency and selects the best quality channel.

In the second part of the thesis, we propose a novel approach to spectrum management in cognitive radio networks. To support flexible use of spectrum, cognitive radio networks employ spectrum mobility management schemes, including spectrum handoff, which refers to the switching of the operating spectrum due to changes in licensed (primary) user activity. Spectrum handoff inevitably results in temporary disruption of communication for the unlicensed (secondary) user operating in a licensed band opportunistically. Minimization of secondary user service disruption is an important objective of spectrum handoff schemes. In this thesis, we introduce a new type of spectrum handoff called Voluntary Spectrum Handoff assisted by a primary user spectrum usage estimation scheme. The two mechanisms proposed under voluntary spectrum handoff method estimate opportune times to initiate unforced spectrum handoff events to facilitate setup and signaling of alternative channels without having communication disruption, which occurs when a secondary user is forced out of an operating spectrum due to primary user activity. To estimate primary user spectrum usage, channel usage information is continuously updated with a fixed spectrum sensing window and a variable history window. Proposed voluntary spectrum handoff and primary usage estimation schemes are evaluated through extensive simulations. Simulation results indicate that the proposed schemes significantly reduce the communication disruption duration due to handoffs.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Radio Resource Management

The rapid increase in the size of the wireless mobile community and its demands for high-speed multimedia communications stands in clear contrast to the rather limited spectrum resources that have been allocated in international agreements. Efficient spectrum or radio resource management (RRM) is of paramount importance due to these increasing demands [1]. Radio resource management techniques, as shown in Figure 1.1, including admission control, scheduling, subcarrier allocation, channel (radio resource) assignment, power allocation, and rate control are essential for maximizing the resource utilization and providing quality of service (QoS) in wireless networks [2]. In many cases, the performance metrics (e.g., overall throughput) can be optimized if opportunistic algorithms are employed. In most existing works on radio resource management, resource allocation/assignment is dealt with to get better performance metrics. We also propose the resource management (or allocation) techniques with view points of solving mutual interference problems or meeting the system requirements of accessing radio channels. In this thesis, the aim of radio resource management for wireless sensor networks and cognitive radio networks is to share the available and often rather limited radio resources between
users as efficiently as possible. Here, the efficiency refers to providing robust or undisrupted communication with respect to overcoming the fundamental difficulties of radio interference in wireless sensor networks and satisfying the system requirements in cognitive radio networks. For an interference robust resource management in wireless sensor networks, we introduce an *Adaptive Channel Hopping* scheme which is a spectrum environment aware channel hopping scheme. To minimize secondary user service disruption in cognitive radio networks, we introduce a new type of spectrum handoff called *Voluntary Spectrum Handoff* assisted by a primary user spectrum usage estimation scheme.

Figure 1.1: Radio Resource Management
1.2  Adaptive Channel Hopping in Wireless Sensor Networks

1.2.1  Wireless Sensor Networks

A wireless sensor network is formed by a group of nodes that are capable of sensing one or more physical attributes of their environment such as temperature, light, sound, etc., processing and storing these sensed values locally and coordinating with other sensor nodes using their wireless radios. Additionally, some network nodes may also have actuation capabilities by which they can control or manipulate their physical environment. A typical characteristic of wireless sensor/actuator networks in their present day form, that distinguishes them from traditional networks such as the Internet, is that they are built out of low-cost, resource constrained components, following the general principle that although individual nodes may have limited capabilities and be subject to faults, their low cost makes deployments at large scales feasible. In real world, the standard organizations announced the standard sensor network protocols such as IEEE 802.15.4 [3] or ZigBee [4] and industrial companies such as Texas Instrument produced a single-chip 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 compliant RF transceiver such as CC2420 [14] for wireless applications.

ZigBee [4] has been designed as a standardized solution for sensor and control networks. Most ZigBee devices are extremely power-sensitive (thermostats, security sensors, etc.) with target battery life being measured in years. ZigBee uses a DSSS radio signal in the 868 MHz band (Europe), 915 MHz band (North America), and the 2.4 GHz ISM band (available worldwide) [6]. In the 2.4-GHz ISM band sixteen channels are defined; each channel occupies 3 MHz and channels are centered 5 MHz from each other, giving a 2-MHz gap between pairs of channels. ZigBee uses an 11-chip PN code, with 4 information bits encoded into each symbol giving it a maximum data rate of 128 Kbps. The physical
and MAC layers are defined by the IEEE 802.15.4 Working Group and share many of the same design characteristics as the IEEE 802.11b standard.

1.2.2 ISM Interference to Sensor Networks

Today, there are many devices produced that operate within the unlicensed industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band. Commercially available sensor networks that operate within the ISM band must have the ability to compensate for local interference or they can potentially suffer performance degradation or even network loss. To achieve the best performance in homogeneous and heterogeneous environments, each ISM-based solution implements its own interference avoidance technology. In the 2.4 GHz ISM band, Wi-Fi, WirelessUSB, and 802.15.4 [3] (known as ZigBee [4] when combined with the upper networking layers) use direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) while Bluetooth uses frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) [22]. Wi-Fi utilizes carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) that listens to the medium prior to transmission to reduce the probability of collisions. Bluetooth specification version 1.2 defines an adaptive frequency hopping algorithm which allows Bluetooth devices to mark channels as good, bad, or unknown and utilizes only the channels that are of good quality. WirelessUSB devices use a fixed channel, but dynamically change channels if the link quality of the original channel becomes suboptimal. ZigBee provides a collision-avoidance algorithm similar to Wi-Fi; each ZigBee device listens to the channel before transmitting in order to minimize collisions between devices [22, 6]. To minimize data loss caused by collisions, ZigBee relies upon its low duty cycle and collision-avoidance algorithms, but does not change channels, which is insufficient to avoid heavy interference or narrow-band jamming.
1.2.3 Objective

When considering the coexistence of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and other ISM-based solutions such as Wi-Fi, one of the main concerns is performance degradation due to local interference. This issue has been researched for large scale 802.15.4 multi-hop sensor networks. In [7] the authors propose an adaptive radio channel allocation scheme which allows nodes experiencing significant interference to switch to new frequency channels with less congestion. To minimize the effect of Wi-Fi interference in 802.15.4 WSNs, an interference detection and avoidance mechanism in proposed which selects the radio channel that is least likely to have interference before each download operation [8]. To minimize interference of 802.11b/g, frequency hopping schemes that utilize the four guard channels of IEEE 802.11b/g have been proposed. The results show that frequency hopping can be used as a reliable interference avoidance mechanism to facilitate coexistence in 802.15.4 networks [9]. In this thesis, we propose Adaptive Channel Hopping, a simple and reliable channel hopping algorithm that can be applied to existing sensor network standards. The algorithm has been evaluated through extensive simulations.

1.3 Voluntary Spectrum Handoff in Cognitive Radio Networks

1.3.1 Cognitive Radio Networks

With the growing number of wireless devices and increased spectrum occupancy, the unlicensed spectrum is getting scarce. Additionally, large portions of the licensed spectrum, even in urban areas, are underutilized [17]. To address the potential spectrum exhaustion problem, new wireless communication paradigms have been proposed for future wireless communication devices. The Cognitive Radio (CR) concept is a new wireless communication paradigm that improves the spectrum usage efficiency by exploiting the existence of
spectrum holes [18]. Devices using CRs referred to as Secondary Users (SUs), are aware of their spectrum environments and change their transmission and reception parameters to avoid interference with licensed spectrum users referred to as Primary Users (PUs). Networks consisting of nodes equipped with CRs are referred to as Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs) [19, 20]. CRNs are networks that have cognitive and reconfigurable properties and the capability to detect unoccupied spectrum holes and change frequency for end-to-end communication [19, 21, 22]. In most of the existing proposals, CRNs employ three steps of basic functionality. Observing and sensing is the first step of the cognitive process. The next step is to identify and analyze the spectrum. The last step is sharing the spectrum information and executing spectrum assignment. In addition to these awareness functionalities, to maintain seamless communication, several proposals envision spectrum mobility which is caused by three reasons such as PU detection, channel degradation, and SU mobility [19, 23].

In CRNs, spectrum mobility causes a new type of handoff referred to as spectrum handoff [19], which is different from traditional cellular handoff and mainly caused by the presence of PUs. In cellular networks, mobile devices transfer an ongoing connection from one channel to another channel between base stations due to user mobility or channel degradation. However, the concept of user movement has also new meanings in CRNs because the number and characteristic of available spectrum at a new location may vary with PU spectrum usage. Moreover, the spectrum handoffs in CRNs are likely to incur longer delays or temporary communication disruptions because SUs must search for spectrum holes and choose a proper channel at every spectrum handoff. In [23], research issues related to spectrum handoff are introduced. Sensing and assignment of available spectrum are important functions for spectrum handoff in dynamic spectrum access networks. To sense and
discover spectrum holes which have long lifetimes, probabilistic and adaptive spectrum sensing algorithms have been reported in several publications [24, 25, 26]. For opportunistic spectrum discovery, sensing-period adaptation and optimal sensing-sequencing schemes at channel switching are presented in [24]. A BTR (Busy Time Ratio)-based channel quality metric and a distributed measurement scheme are proposed in [25]. With the sensing results of the spectrum holes, the unused channels can be assigned to SUs. To accomplish channel assignment, opportunistic access schemes including frequency hopping are explored in [27]. In spectrum mobility management, spectrum sharing is also an important step to discover a commonly available channel on both transmitter and receiver SUs. To share sensing information and to setup communication links, common control channel concepts are advocated in [28, 29].

1.3.2 Objective

In this thesis, we propose a new type of spectrum handoff referred to as Voluntary Spectrum Handoff (VSH) to reduce temporary communication disruption time which is caused by spectrum handoffs. VSH is not necessarily triggered by PU detection as in conventional spectrum handoff referred to as Forced Spectrum Handoff (FSH) in this thesis. Estimating remaining time until PU spectrum access, SUs voluntarily change the spectrum without conflicting with PUs. By voluntarily changing the spectrum at estimated times, SUs can reduce time delays caused by spectrum hole search and spectrum information sharing by overlapping these functions in time with data communication. For the estimation of PU spectrum usage, we define two spectrum sensing periods, i.e., a fixed spectrum sensing window and a variable history window. To select an optimal channel which is currently unused and has the longest spectrum lifetime, we propose two spectrum selection
algorithms called Transition Probability Selection (TPS) and Reliability Based Selection (RBS). The proposed spectrum usage estimation method and spectrum selection algorithms can be used for arbitrary probability distributions. VSH reverts back to FSH in case a primary user accesses a spectrum currently used by an SU before a VSH occurs. Simulation results show that SUs have shorter communication disruption durations with VSH.
CHAPTER 2

ADAPTIVE CHANNEL HOPPING

With the additive functionality of a channel hopping mechanism on wireless sensor networks stack, we want to avoid the interference from other nodes and technologies on ISM band. For a channel hopping, we introduce *Adaptive Channel Hopping* (ACH) scheme, a spectrum environment aware channel hopping scheme, for interference robust wireless sensor networks. When the channel status becomes suboptimal to communicate, the adaptive channel hopping lets the sensors switch to a new clean channel. To generate channel selection/scanning orders which minimize channel hopping latency, we use two parameters which are link quality indicator (LQI) and channel weighting.

2.1 Architecture

2.1.1 Preliminaries

In this thesis, we utilize a pre-defined sequence of communication channels that represent a given portion of the unlicensed ISM band. All nodes have a single communication interface and run-time channel selection capability via software configuration. All nodes are of similar hardware and configuration as described below in the following section.
2.1.2 Network Model

Our system model consists of multiple wireless devices which are organized into groups. Each group contains a single parent and one or more child nodes as shown in Figure 2.1. For the purposes of this research, the parent node is the coordinator for all frequency hopping events. Our algorithm is applicable to MAC layer protocols that have the following properties: time synchronization, neighbor discovery, and the ability to organize users into separate timeslots for channel hop synchronization. Such protocols include 802.15.4 (or Zigbee) and Sector Antenna MAC (SAMAC) [15] given a single-hop network topology. We assume that spatial reuse is utilized to reduce the number of timeslots required for a given network topology. Combining all $N_{\text{timeslot}}$ timeslots within a network forms a superframe as shown in Figure 2.2 that is repeated every $N_{\text{timeslot}} \times t_{\text{timeslot}}$ seconds,
where \( t_{\text{timeslot}} \) is the duration of each timeslot. For this research, we assume that the timeslot schedules in which a group of nodes become active are available at all nodes using the Adaptive Channel Hopping scheme.

### 2.1.3 Channel Classification

The channels are classified by the link quality indicator (LQI). The LQI measurement is a characterization of the strength or/and quality of a received packet. The measurement can be implemented using receiver energy detection (ED)/received signal strength indicator (RSSI), a signal-to-noise ratio estimation, or a combination of these methods. When energy level and SNR data are combined, they can indicate whether a corrupt packet resulted from low signal strength or from high signal strength plus interference. The RSSI value may be used by the MAC software to produce the LQI value. CC2420 [14] has a built-in RSSI giving a digital value that can be read form the 8 bit, signed 2’s complement RSSI.RSSI-VALID register. The RSSI value is always averaged over 8 symbol periods (128 \( \mu s \)). The RSSI-VALID status bit indicates when the RSSI value is valid, meaning that the receiver has
been enabled for at least 8 symbol periods. The RSSI register value \texttt{RSSI.RSSI-VAL} can be referred to the power \( P \) at the RF pins by using the following equations: \( P = \texttt{RSSI-VAL} + \texttt{RSSI-OFFSET} \) [dBm], where the \texttt{RSSI-OFFSET} is found empirically during system development from the front end gain. \texttt{RSSI-OFFSET} is approximately \(-45\). E.g. if reading a value of \(-20\) from the RSSI register, the RF input power is approximately \(-65\) dBm. A typical plot of the RSSI-VAL reading as function of input power is shown in Figure 2.3 [14].

It can be seen from the figure that the RSSI reading from CC2420 is very linear and has a dynamic range of about 100 dB.

The minimum LQI (0x00) and maximum LQI (0xff) values are associated with the lowest and highest quality compliant signals detectable by the receiver and LQI values.
in between should be uniformly distributed between these two limits [3]. Software is responsible for generating the appropriate scaling of the LQI value for the given application. Using the RSSI value directly to calculate the LQI value has the disadvantage that e.g. a narrowband interferer inside the channel bandwidth will increase the LQI value although it actually reduces the true link quality. CC2420 therefore also provides an average correlation value for each incoming packet, based on the 8 first symbols following the SFD. This unsigned 7-bit value can be looked upon as a measurement of the ”chip error rate,” although CC2420 does not do chip decision. With the Frame check sequence, the average correlation value for the 8 first symbols is appended to each received frame together with the RSSI and CRC OK/not OK when MDMCTRL0.AUTOCRC is set. A correlation value of 110 indicates a maximum quality frame while a value of 50 is typically the lowest quality frames detectable by CC2420. Software must convert the correlation value to the range 0-255 defined by [3], e.g. by calculating: \( LQI = (CORR - a) \times b \) limited to the range 0-255, where a and b are found empirically based on PER measurements as a function of...
the correlation value. A combination of RSSI and correlation values may also be used to generate the LQI value. From [12], we can get information of the correlation between average LQI and PRR (Packet Reception Ratio) as Figure 2.4. If we look at the average LQI values marked by small circles in the middle of every horizontal line, it follows a rather smooth curve suggesting a better correlation with PRR.

In this thesis, the channels are classified with three categories based on the LQI values as clear channel (CC), available channel (AC), and interfered channels (IC) which are shown in Figure 2.5.

- **Clear Channel**: The sensors can communicate with its parent with low packet error rate. A clear channel is used for single channel communication in normal communication. The single channel is decided by the parent or collaboration with children.

- **Available Channel**: The sensors communicate with its parent under interference. There are packet drops or retransmissions depending on the channel quality.

- **Interfered Channel**: The sensors hardly communicate with its parent due to severe interference.

### 2.2 Adaptive Channel Hopping

#### 2.2.1 Hopping Sequence Generation

The proposed Adaptive Channel Hopping algorithm utilizes a channel hopping sequence for coordination between the parent and child nodes of each group. The channel hopping sequence is periodically generated every $T_{LQI\text{report}}$ seconds by the parent node and distributed to all child nodes via normal communication. Parent nodes generate this sequence first by gathering a Link Quality Information (LQI) map from each child node.
which describes the current state of all $N$ available frequency channels as shown in Figure 2.6. The complete LQI map gathered at the parent node contains LQI values represented as $LQI^k_i$, where $i$ and $k$ are the channel and node ids, respectively. For the current operating frequency, the LQI information can be estimated based on the Signal-to-Noise (SNR) ratio for recently received packets. For the remaining $N-1$ frequency channels, nodes can act as an energy detector and estimate the current noise floor. To improve the accuracy of these readings, the child nodes scan the $N$ frequency channels $m$ times every $T_{LQIreport}$ seconds. An additional weighting factor, $W^k$, can be defined for each node $k$ based on one of the following two scheme:

- **Fair weighting**: This method can be used as the default option in hopping sequence generation. If no weighting is required, all weighting factors are set to 1. ($W^k = 1$)

- **Tree weighting**: A sensor can be a relay node for the leaf nodes on the tree structure routing. The number of leaf tree node can be used for the weighting factor. ($W^k = \text{number of leaf nodes}$)
The nodes with a higher weighing factor will have a greater effect on the aggregate LQI (ALQI) calculation. The ALQI for each frequency channel can be calculated as shown in equation 2.1.

\[
ALQI_i = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{K} LQI_i^k W^k}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} W^k},
\]  

where \( i \in N, K \) is the total number of group members. The channel hopping set is a list of available frequency channels, sorted by the calculated ALQI values. The channel with the highest ALQI value is the first channel in the channel hopping sequence. If no channel hopping sequence is available, such as during the initial stages of the network, by default the sensor network will scan the available frequency channels sequentially.
2.2.2 Channel Hopping Algorithms

Parent nodes utilizing the Adaptive Channel Hopping algorithm are assumed to have complete knowledge of the child nodes within their group. Coordination between the parent and child nodes is handled through a set of control messages as defined below:

1. Channel Hopping Command (CHC) message: CHC messages are transmitted by the parent. There are three usages of the message as follows:

   - The parent announces its existence on the operating channel by periodically sending command messages.
   - The parent sends a command to change an operating channel.
   - The parent sends a command to confirm a clear operating channel.

2. Channel Hopping Reply (CHR) message: CHR messages are transmitted by the children. There are two usages of the message as follows:

   - The children request channel hopping to the parent.
   - The children respond to the hopping command with the channel availability for the group.

When the parent detects interference sufficient to cause link quality degradation, loses communication with its child nodes for a pre-determined amount of time, or receives channel hopping requests from children, the sensor group tries to change its operating channel from the current operating frequency ($f_c$) to a newly selected frequency ($f_n$). The channel hopping scheme is Three-Way Handshake which includes the channel hopping command, reply of channel availability, and confirmation of channel use. The channel hopping algorithms for parent and children are as follows:
The channel hopping algorithm for parent nodes is shown in Figure 2.7. When the operating channel is no longer available due to severe interference for more than the threshold time \( t_{LQI} < LQI_{LB} \geq t_{\text{threshold}}, LB : Lower \ Bound \) or the parent loses communication with its child nodes for threshold time, the parent broadcasts CHC messages on the current channel, \( f_c \), to indicate a channel hop to the next channel in the channel hopping sequence, \( f_n \). The CHC message is used to coordinate the channel hopping for all nodes within a group and is broadcasted \( b \) (default 3) times every \( T_M \) seconds. Upon hearing the CHC message, all child nodes reply with a CHR message on the new frequency, channel \( f_n \). All
of these control messages are transmitted via a CSMA/CA mechanism. If the parent receives the CHR messages from all child nodes, it broadcasts confirmation CHC messages and then continues normal data communication. If the response from all children is not received after $T_W$ seconds, it repeats the channel hopping mechanism with the next frequency channel in the pre-defined channel hopping sequence.

Figure 2.8: Channel Hopping Algorithm for Children
The channel hopping algorithm for child nodes is shown in Figure 2.8. When the child nodes detect severe interference for threshold time \( t_{LQI_i} < LQI_{LB} \geq t_{threshold} \), they transmit channel hopping requests to the parent. After transmitting this message, the child nodes wait for a pre-defined timeout period, \( T_{Mb} = T_M \times b \). If a command message is not received within this timeout period, they continue scanning the frequency channels in the pre-defined channel hopping sequence described previously. When a child receives a channel hopping command from its parent node, and the LQI of the received packet is sufficient \( (LQI^k_i \geq LQI_{LB}, UB : Upper Bound) \), the child node responds to the parent with a CHR message. If a confirmation message is not received within \( T_C \) seconds the channel hopping sequence will continue. Due to the spatial distance between wireless nodes, it is possible that a child can experience severe interference, whereas the other nodes in the same group do not. Due to the circular nature of the channel hopping sequence, we can ensure that the parent and child will converge to either a new frequency channel that is clear of interference, or the same channel if the interference was temporary. The convergence of a group onto a single frequency channel is handled by carefully selecting the timeout values for channel switching.

For successful channel locking, the group should carefully choose the timeout values which are described as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
T_C & \geq (T_M + t_s) \times N, \\
T_W & \geq T_C \times 2 \geq (T_M + t_s) \times N \times 2,
\end{align*}
\tag{2.2}
\]

where \( t_s \) is channel switching time, and \( N \) is the number of channels to scan. For example, after a channel selection of a parent, the parent periodically \( (T_M) \) broadcasts command messages in the pre-determined time slot of the superframe. The children circularly and
incrementally scan the channels until they receive a channel hopping command. After receiving a channel hopping command and sending reply messages of the channel availability, they wait for a confirmation message from the parent. During the confirmation message wait time ($T_C$), the parent can collect replies from the other children. If the parent does not collect replies from all children after the waiting reply timeout ($T_W$), it then switches to the next channel in the channel hopping sequence. The channel hopping latency is defined as time from sending the first channel hopping command until all children receive a confirmation message. When the channel is locked at the $K^{th}$ channel selection of the parent, the channel hopping latency is bounded as follows:

$$K \cdot T_W + T_{Mb} \geq L_{hopping} \geq (K - 1) \cdot T_W + T_{Mb}$$

$$\geq (K - 1) \times T_C \times 2 + T_{Mb}$$

$$\geq (K - 1) \times (T_M + t_S) \times N \times 2 + T_{Mb}.$$

(2.3)

Figure 2.9 shows an example of channel locking timing diagram after parent’s channel selection. After choosing channel $n$, the parent periodically broadcast command messages in the pre-determined time slot of the superframe. The children circularly (and incrementally in the example of Figure 2.9) scan the channels until they receive a channel hopping command. After receiving a channel hopping command and sending reply messages of the channel availability, they wait a confirmation message from the parent. During the confirmation message wait time, the parent can collect replies from the other children.

### 2.2.3 Packet Model and Channel Hopping Latency

The packet model of IEEE 802.15.4 sensor networks (shown in Figure 2.10) is proposed and mutual interference between IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11b is analyzed in [10]. The parameters of the packet model are shown in Table 2.1. An average packet transmission delay of sensor networks is defined as the total time from the moment that a packet is located at the queue in a sender to the time to receive an ACK packet transmitted by the
receiver. Then, the average packet transmission delay of sensor networks is obtained as

$$E[T] = t_f \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} i P^i (1 - P) + t_s = \frac{P}{1-P} t_f + t_s$$

(2.4)

where $P$ is a packet error rate, $t_f$ and $t_s$ are the time required for successful and unsuccessful transmission [10]. The $t_s$ and $t_f$ can be expressed as

$$t_s = U_{\text{backoff}} + T_{\text{CCA}} + D + t_{TA} + T_{\text{ACK}},$$
$$t_f = U_{\text{backoff}} + T_{\text{CCA}} + D + t_{\text{ackwait}}.$$  

(2.5)

An example of the sensor network packet transmission is shown in Figure 2.11. A sensor node performs a random backoff and CCA, and transmits a packet but it fails in the example. Then the retransmission is successful with a packet transmission delay of $T_R$. Because of the interference, a desired packet needs to be retransmitted several times.
The channel hopping latency, $L$, at the $K^{th}$ channel selection of the parent can be expressed as

$$L = (K - 1) \times T_W + (n - 1) \times T_M + T_B \times 2 + T_{PR} + E[T] \times C + T_{PC} + T_{Mb},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)$$

where $n$ is the number of commands when the last child receives a command, $C$ is the number of children who receive the command at the $n^{th}$ command broadcasting, $T_B$ is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_i$</td>
<td>Inter-arrival time between 802.15.4 packets</td>
<td>varying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>Duration of 802.15.4 packet</td>
<td>varying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{TA}$</td>
<td>Turn-around time</td>
<td>$192\mu s \leq t_{TA} \leq 512\mu s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{ACK}$</td>
<td>Duration of 802.15.4 ACK packet</td>
<td>$352\mu s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{ackwait}$</td>
<td>Maximum wait duration for ACK packet</td>
<td>$864\mu s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{backoff}$</td>
<td>Average backoff time of 802.15.4</td>
<td>$1120\mu s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{CCA}$</td>
<td>Clear channel assessment (CCA) time</td>
<td>$640\mu s$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
an average packet broadcasting delay, $T_{PR}$ is processing time of a reply message, $T_{PC}$ is processing time of a confirmation message.

### 2.3 Sensor Network Simulation and Results

#### 2.3.1 Sensor Network Simulator

To simulate a sensor network utilizing the Adaptive Channel Hopping algorithm, we have developed a custom network model using the wireless sensor network simulator, Prowler [11] as shown in Figure 2.12. Prowler is an event-driven simulator that can be set to operate in either deterministic mode or in probabilistic mode. In the simulation, we use a radio propagation model which is frequently used model of the signal strength versus distance given by $P_{rec,ideal}(d) = P_{transmit} \frac{1}{1+d^\gamma}$, where $P_{rec,ideal}$ is the ideal reception signal.
strength, $P_{\text{transmit}}$ is the transmission signal power, $d$ is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, and $\gamma$ is a decay parameter with typical values of $2 \leq \gamma \leq 4$. When the application emits the send packet event, after a random wait time the MAC layer checks if the channel is idle. If not, it continues the channel status checking until the channel is idle with random backoff time. When the channel is idle, the transmission begins and the application receives the packet sent event after transmission time. After the reception of a packet on the receiver’s side, the application receives a packet received or collided packet received event, depending on the success of the transmission [11].

In the following simulations, we model a single group consisting of one parent and 19 child nodes which all utilize the 802.15.4 protocol for communication. All nodes are within communication range of all other nodes. The processing time, $T_P$, and $T_{PC}$, were set to 192 $\mu$s, the channel switching time, $t_S$, to 500 $\mu$s, and the command interval $T_M$ to 10 ms. Data and control packets are 120 and 40 bytes in length, respectively. The simulation was repeated 20 times to generate average results.

2.3.2 Channel Hopping Latency Measurement

First of all, we measure average channel hopping latency in converging on a free channel (error free channel) with the number of sensor nodes and the number of channels. The channel hopping is started by a channel hopping command message from the parent who decides operating frequency change. For the sake of pure channel hopping latency measurements in the first scenario, we set the group find a clear channel at the first channel selection ($K = 1$) because the latency is linearly dependent on the number of channel selection $K$.

In the simulation with fixed $K$, two parameters $n$ (the number of command messages when the last child receives a command at the channel selection) and $C'$ (the number of children
Figure 2.12: Wireless Network Simulator

who receive the command at the command broadcasting) are dominant on the measurement of hopping latency. In the first scenario to see the converging latency without the effect of \( n \), we measure the channel hopping latency in case all children receive a command at the first broadcasting and report the channel is available. In Figure 2.13, channel hopping latency increases from 0.052 sec to 0.358 sec as the number of children increases from 1 to 20. Due to collision between sensor nodes and their backoff time, the latency curve shows smoothly increasing curve when the number of children increases. In case the number of

26
channel number increase, the latency increases small amounts depending on the channel sensing delay.

In the channel hopping, children may receive a command message at different times due to their different timeouts or transmission errors. To see the effect of the number of commands in hopping latency, we define successful channel hopping command (CHC) message reception ratio of the children as $P_C$ which is ranged from 0.05 to 0.95 and measure and calculate the channel hopping latency. The number of channels, $N$, is fixed at 27 which is half of the maximum number of command broadcasts in the proposed system. From the results of the second scenario in Figure 2.14, the channel hopping latency is ranged between 0.084 and 0.7625 sec. In the range of $P_C$ decreasing from 1 to 0.4, the latency is slightly
increased, whereas there is rapid latency increase below 0.4 of $P_C$ due to low possibility of command reception of the children. If the parent does not receive any reply message from the last group member after 54 command broadcasts ($T_W = (T_M + t_S) \times N \times 2 = 567ms$), the parent selects a new channel and broadcasts channel hopping command messages again. After channel locking fail on each channel selection, the latency increases 0.567 second at each channel selection.
We proposed channel hopping sequence generation algorithm, ALQI, which can be used for channel ordering to minimize channel hopping latency and select an optimal channel. To evaluate our proposed scheme, we choose two channel selection algorithms as follows:

- Random Sequence (RS): The channel hopping sequence is randomly generated from the target channels.

- Sequential Sequence (SS): The channel hopping sequence is generated by sequentially and circularly increasing order from the current channel.

In the first comparison, the total number of channels is 27 in which a channel is used for current communication and 26 channels can be used for the channel hopping. Based on the correlation between LQI and PRR (packet reception ratio) [12], the channels with high LQI value are configured to have high PRR. In the comparison, we set the sensor group has the same clear channels which have high LQI values \( LQI_{UB} = 100 \) with \( PRR \geq 0.95 \) and are ranged from 2 to 27. The RS and SS are configured to have the same timeout mechanism as ALQI. In the comparison, average latencies of ALQI have similar as in previous measurements. In comparison of RS/ALQI and SS/ALQI, the ratios greater than 1 mean that ALQI has superior performance.

In comparison results in Figure 2.15, the ratios are greater than 1 in all ranges. We note that ALQI requires channel information sharing and sorting in normal situation which is not used in RS and SS. Despite the additional activities in normal communication, the latency is significantly reduced by the prompt channel locking at the channel switching. Without shared channel information, RS and SS consume large amounts of time for channel
locking and the largest latency of RS and SS is 14.772 sec ($T_W \times 26 + T_{Mb}$) if there is at least one clear channel among channel selection. The results in Figure 2.15(a) and 2.15(b) show ALQI has significant benefits on channel hopping latency in the range of the number of clear channels between 1 and 20. This means the sensor group can have shorter channel hopping latency with ALQI in case more than 25\% of channels are used. One channel of Wi-Fi consumes about 25\% of the channels in 2.4GHz ISM bands. Thus, our proposed method will have great benefits in the coexistence with Wi-Fi. In case the number of clear channel is more than 20, ALQI has relatively small benefits because of high channel locking probability of RS and SS. Beyond the clear channel number of 20, the comparison ratios converge on 1 because there are enough clear channels. In the comparison with the number of children, ALQI significantly outperforms RS and SS as the number of children decreases because the latencies of ALQI are relatively shorter than total latencies of RS and SS.
In stead of the number of children, we provide a comparison with another parameter, the command message interval, which is an important parameter in the proposed system to minimize channel hopping latency. In this comparison, the number of children is fixed as 20. In comparison results with command message interval in Figure 2.16, the ratios are greater than 1 in all ranges and ALQI has great benefits in the range of low number of clear channels and command message interval with more than 5ms. In the range of short command message interval and high number of clear channels, ALQI has relatively small benefits in comparison of channel hopping latency. Because the interval of the command message decreases, the latencies of RS, SS, and ALQI are decreased together. But, there are limitations for reducing the interval such as high spectrum usage and power consumption. Furthermore the interval should be greater than channel switching time ($T_M \geq t_S$) and the average packet transmission delay of sensor nodes ($T_M \geq E[T]$) for reliable channel locking. In [10], average transmission delay ($E[T]$) of the IEEE 802.15.4 under IEEE 802.11b
interference is greater than 6 ms in which range proposed ALQI has great performance benefits (short channel hopping latency). Overall, RS and SS show similar performance in latency comparisons.

2.3.4 Channel Hopping Latency Comparisons in Different Interference Levels

In real environments, sensor nodes might have different interference depending on their location. To see the difference levels of interference on each child, we configure each child has different interference on each channel. For a control parameter of channel environments, each child is configured to have the same number of clear channel though the clear channels might be in different frequency bands. When there is no common clear channel for the group members, the latency is configured to be 14.742 sec which is 26 rounds of channel selection and the comparison ratios are converged to 1. Figure 2.17(a) shows av-
Figure 2.18: Latency Comparison with Different Levels of Interference

average number of common clear channels in the comparison. When the number of children is small, there are more chances of having common clear channels. In Figure 2.17(b), average frequency hopping latencies of ALQI are shown. When the group has at least one common clear channel, the latency is measured lower than 1 sec which area is bottom land of the result graph. But, if there is no common clear channel, the latencies are converged to 14.742 sec after 26 channel selections which is the top area of the graph.

With the same conditions in Figure 2.17, the comparisons of RS/ALQI and SS/ALQI are shown in Figure 2.18. When there is no common control channel or all channels are clear, the ratio is converged to 1 in the comparison. As long as the sensor group has at least one clear channel, ALQI has short channel hopping latency. In the Figure 2.18, ALQI is superior to RS and SS in the ranges between 20 and 25 of common clear channels and between 1 and 5 of children. The maximum benefit of ALQI over RS and SS is having about 10 times shorter latency with 10 ms of command message interval.
In this comparison instead of the number of children, we use another parameter, the command message interval ($T_M$), which is an important parameter in the proposed system to minimize channel hopping latency. In the comparison, the number of children is fixed as 5. In the Figure 2.19, we can see similar comparison results as in Figure 2.16. As the command message interval increases, ALQI has more performance benefits. In the comparison ALQI has shorter channel hopping latency, as long as the sensor group has at least one clear channel among target channels. In this comparison, the maximum benefits are located around 17 common clear channels. The location of maximum benefit is dependent on the number of children due to the possibility of existence of common clear channels among children. When the number of children goes to small, the peak region will be located in smaller than 17 whereas when the number of children goes to high, the peak will be in larger than 17 of clear channel number. Overall, RS and SS show similar performance in latency comparisons.

Figure 2.19: Latency Comparison with CM Interval and Different Interference Levels
2.3.5 Throughput and Hopping Latency Comparisons

Finally, we compare the average rate of successful message delivery over communication channels. The throughput of wireless sensor networks, $\rho$, is defined as the total amount of packets received during a specific time at the destination. To compare overall throughputs (packets/second or Kbps) based on previous simulations, we choose common parameters as 27 total channels, 17 clear channels, 5 children, 10ms command message intervals, 0.95 and 0.35 of PRR before switching, a selection of common clear channel between 0.95 and 1 of PRR after switching. Table 2.2 shows the throughput and average channel hopping latency comparisons. Before channel switching, the throughputs are 35.12 Kbps with 0.95 PRR and 12.59 Kbps with 0.35 PRR. After the channel hopping is complete, each channel hopping mechanism converges to a channel with greater than 0.95 PRR. Due to the improved channel hopping sequence of the ALQI method, less time is required to find a new channel with both similar and different levels of interference. Also, in the case of different interference levels the ALQI method converges to a channel of better quality, which results in a slightly improved channel throughput.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput (Kbps)</th>
<th>Before Switching</th>
<th>Same levels of interference</th>
<th>Different levels of interference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRR 0.95</td>
<td>PRR 0.35</td>
<td>Latency (Sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALQI</td>
<td>35.12</td>
<td>12.59</td>
<td>0.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.433</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 3

VOLUNTARY SPECTRUM HANDOFF

3.1 Cognitive Radio Networks

The wireless networks currently use a fixed spectrum assignment policy. There is a large variation in the utilization of the assigned spectrum due to geographical and temporal variations. The limited available spectrum and inefficiencies in its use motivate the idea of opportunistically accessing the underutilized portion of the spectrum. As seen in Figure 3.1, the Federal Communication Commissions (FCC) frequency allocation chart indicates multiple allocations over all of the frequency bands [16], which reinforces the scarcity mindset.

The idea of opportunistically utilizing the spectrum has motivated the genesis of a new networking paradigm, referred to as Dynamic Access Network (DAN) or Cognitive radios. Cognitive radios were designed with a view to utilize the ’white spaces’, ’spectrum hole’, or gaps within the transmissions. The main functions for cognitive radio networks can be summarized as follows:

- Spectrum Sensing: Detection of the unused portions of the spectrum and efficiently utilizing them without interfering with the current users.
• Spectrum Management: Providing the best channel according to the user requirements.

• Spectrum Mobility: allowing various users to maintain communications without interference while migrating to different channels.

• Spectrum Sharing: sharing the available spectrum among the current users fairly.

Because the spectrum has already been assigned, the challenge is to share the licensed spectrum without interfering with the transmission of other licensed users as shown in Figure 3.1: FCC Spectrum Allocation [16]
Figure 3.2 [19]. The cognitive radio enables the usage of temporally unused spectrum, which is referred to as spectrum hole or white space. If this band is used by a licensed user, the cognitive radio moves to another spectrum hole or stays in the same band, altering its transmission power level or modulation scheme to avoid interference.

### 3.2 Architecture

In this thesis, to reduce communication disruption time which is caused by spectrum handoffs, we propose a new type of spectrum handoff referred to as *Voluntary Spectrum Handoff* (VSH) which is not triggered by the primary user detection. With the estimation of primary user spectrum usage, SUs estimate future PU presence and voluntarily change the spectrum without disruption to PUs. For the spectrum usage estimation of PUs, we
define two kinds of spectrum sensing period such as a fixed spectrum sensing window and a variable history window. To select an optimal spectrum which is currently unused and has the longest spectrum lifetime from the VSH time, we propose spectrum selection algorithms including spectrum lifetime estimation with primary user spectrum usage.

3.2.1 Assumptions

Our proposed work is based on the following assumptions about the underlying CRN:

- The model of “commons” is assumed for the CRN operation, which refers to the existence of secondary (unlicensed) users that use the licensed spectrum opportunistically and without disrupting primary (licensed) users’ operation.

- SUs are equipped with identical antennas which can be tuned to any one of N channels [19, 24].

- PU channel occupancy is modeled as an ON-OFF process alternating between ON (busy) and OFF (idle) periods [24, 25]. For the sake of clarity, we will focus on exponential and Erlang distributed ON-OFF periods. However, our methods can be applied to arbitrary ON-OFF period distributions using pdf estimation methods described in [30].

- There exists a dedicated common control channel for spectrum information sharing and communication channel setup [25, 27, 28, 29].

- To differentiate the channel usage of PUs and SUs, there is a spectrum log server which stores SUs’ channel usage [31, 32]. SUs and the spectrum server can directly communicate with each other.
3.2.2 Network Model

The proposed network architecture is composed of three types of devices as shown in Figure 3.3. PUs operate on licensed band and are “owners” of the band. SUs can sense spectrum and utilize unused licensed spectrum. SUs vacate licensed spectrum as soon as PU activity starts. SUs can operate on N licensed channels. To predict future PU activity, it is necessary to calculate past spectrum usage of PUs. The Spectrum Server (SS) is a log server which has the functionality of communicating with SUs over the common control channel. SUs record their spectrum usage with time information at the SS. The main functionalities of the SS are to store spectrum usage information of SUs and to provide spectrum information to other SUs upon request.

When an SU senses the spectrum locally, it observes the combined spectrum usage information of both PUs and SUs as shown in Figure 3.4. Spectrum usage of SUs is highly
dependent on PU spectrum usage because SUs can use the spectrum only when there is no active PU on a given channel. With the SU information provided by the SS, an SU can estimate the spectrum usage of PUs as the difference between the locally sensed combined usage and the information provided by the SS. We use a common control channel to exchange spectrum information with the spectrum log server and setup a communication channel with a correspondent SU.

3.3 Spectrum Usage Estimation

The estimation of PU spectrum usage in CRNs is an important step to decide on spectrum selection for the voluntary spectrum handoff procedures. Depending on the spectrum usage behavior of PUs, different estimation methods can be more accurate. When the PU traffic is more dynamic and fast varying as in cellular networks, spectrum estimation mechanisms should be more adaptive to reflect the traffic behaviors. Even when PU traffic behavior is statistically steady, PU spectrum usage may dynamically change whenever the SU moves to new locations. To cope with spectrum usage behavior changes, we define two sensing periods: sensing window and history window. Sensing window is the basic
time unit over which spectrum usage is observed. An SU takes $S$ samples of a channel’s status during a sensing window $T$. Each sample is converted to a binary value representing primary user activity or non-activity. SUs compute PU spectrum usage as the difference between the locally sampled binary values and the binary values of SU spectrum usage provided by the SS. The average obtained during a sensing window represents a short term statistics of the PU usage. A short term observation obtained in a sensing window gives statistics that are generally valid locally, but that may have deviated from a longer term average. For estimations to be useful for VSH, statistics must be averaged over longer periods of time. When PU usage process does not vary over time, longer periods of observation yield better estimations. Therefore, we use a history window of length $K$, $K \geq T$, for estimation purposes. The value of $K$ is increased as long as the average estimated in a sensing window does not deviate more than $\epsilon$ fraction of the average obtained over the history window. If the deviation is more than $\epsilon$, then $K$ is decreased aggressively to capture changes that occur in the PU spectrum usage behavior.

### 3.3.1 Sensing Window Size Selection

We assume that changes in the PU behavior occur over periods of time in the order of several minutes, and the channel usage parameters remain steady over a given sensing window. The basic step of spectrum usage estimation is to decide on the sensing window size. Since an SU does not know the traffic behavior or rates of PUs, the spectrum sensing window size must be inferred from the spectrum sensing data. We introduce one possible decision rule of minimum spectrum sensing window size. The spectrum usage can be represented by the sequence of busy (used) state “1” and idle (unused) state “0” [24, 25]. In the On-Off channel model, the sojourn time of an ON period for channel $n$ is modeled
as a random variable $T^m_{ON}$ with the probability density function $f_{T^m_{ON}}(y), y > 0$. Similarly, an OFF period is modeled as $T^m_{OFF}$ with $f_{T^m_{OFF}}(x), x > 0$ [24]. The observation is based on the cycles of the spectrum states. We define a spectrum cycle $C$ as the time from the beginning of one state to the end of another state. For example, a cycle starts at the start time of “1” state and lasts until the end time of subsequent “0” state. The average of $l$ spectrum cycles $C^m_l$ on channel $n$ is computed as follows:

$$C^m_l = \sum_{k=1}^{l} \frac{\sum_{t=m_{k-1}+1}^{m_k} X^n[t]}{m_k} / \sum_{k=1}^{l} m_k \geq 2l \quad (3.1)$$

where $X^n[t]$ is the binary channel observation obtained in channel $n$ at $t$, $m_k$ ($m_0=0$) is the number of samples on the $k^{th}$ spectrum cycle, and $m$ is the number of total samples. With the spectrum cycle average, the sensing window size can be chosen such that the following inequality holds:

$$\text{var}(C^m_l) \leq \alpha, \quad l \geq l_{min} \quad (3.2)$$

In Equation 3.2, the spectrum cycle count $l$ should be no less than a minimum number of spectrum cycles, $l_{min}$. According to the PU spectrum usage in real world, we can estimate general probability density function using the observed sample data or pdf estimation method in [30]. The general distribution can be applied to our system model. In this thesis, for the sake of clarity we introduce two example distributions including exponentially distributed On-Off model with the pdf of

$$f_{T^m_{OFF}}(x; \lambda_{T^m_{OFF}}) = \lambda_{T^m_{OFF}} e^{-\lambda_{T^m_{OFF}} x},$$
$$f_{T^m_{ON}}(y; \lambda_{T^m_{ON}}) = \lambda_{T^m_{ON}} e^{-\lambda_{T^m_{ON}} y} (x,y > 0) \quad (3.3)$$

and Erlang-distributed On-Off model with the pdf of

$$f_{T^m_{OFF}}(x; k, \lambda_{T^m_{OFF}}) = \frac{\lambda_{T^m_{OFF}}^k x^{k-1} e^{-\lambda_{T^m_{OFF}} x}}{(k-1)!},$$
$$f_{T^m_{ON}}(y; k, \lambda_{T^m_{ON}}) = \frac{\lambda_{T^m_{ON}}^k y^{k-1} e^{-\lambda_{T^m_{ON}} y}}{(k-1)!} (x,y > 0). \quad (3.4)$$
From the example of exponentially distributed On-Off processes, we can see stable spectrum usage estimation results with the number of spectrum cycles which are decided by the tuning parameter $\alpha=0.05$ and the minimum cycle count $l_{\text{min}}=10$. This estimation model can be extended to arbitrary distributions using methods described in [30] as well. To see the effects of the variance of spectrum cycle average on the sensing window, we measure the variance traces with spectrum cycle lengths ranging from 1 to 30, and with $\lambda_{\text{ON}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{OFF}}$ rates ranging from 0.01 to 2.0. Figure 3.5 shows the measurement results of spectrum cycle average variances. From the graph, the variances converge below 0.05 after around 15 spectrum cycles, which means that the sensing average will be stable and the minimum sensing window size can be chosen from this spectrum sensing cycle. The results are also
effective for Erlang distribution. In general case, if we know the spectrum cycle number $l$ with any distribution of $T_{ON}$ and $T_{OFF}$, we can obtain the spectrum sensing time $T^n$ for channel $n$ as follows:

$$T^n = l \times \left[ E\{T_{ON}^n\} + E\{T_{OFF}^n\}\right] \quad (3.5)$$

To see the actual estimation error, we measure estimation errors with changing sensing window sizes between 10 and 200 seconds and with equal $\lambda_{ON}$ and $\lambda_{OFF}$ rate parameters between 0.01 and 2.0 in Erlang distribution with $k=2$. The estimation error after $m$ sampling, $m \geq T^n$, is calculated as

$$\left| \frac{(\sum_{t=1}^{m} X^n[t])}{m} - \frac{(\sum_{t=1}^{T^n} X^n[t])}{T^n} \right| \times 100 \quad (3.6)$$
From the results graph shown in Figure 3.6, we observe that the estimation errors converge as sensing window size increases except for very low $\lambda_{ON}$ and $\lambda_{OFF}$ rates. In case of low rates, estimation errors are still decreasing with larger sensing window size. If the sensing window size is chosen larger than 200 in case ON and OFF parameters are no smaller than 0.5, the estimation error will be no more than 5%.

### 3.3.2 Spectrum Usage Estimator

To estimate PU spectrum usage with history window, we introduce a spectrum usage estimator which is implemented in the MAC layer. The input of the spectrum usage estimator is spectrum sensing data that already excludes the spectrum usage of SUs. To get PU only spectrum usage information, an SU requests SUs’ spectrum usage information from SS every $T$ period. Until receiving SU spectrum usage information from SS, the SU assumes current channels are used only by PUs. Every sensing time, the spectrum usage estimator calculates PU spectrum usage ratio with history window data. The history window size is increased by one or decreased by $D$ fraction of history window with the deviation criterion $\epsilon$ in Equation 3.8. The estimated average in general case on channel $n$ at time $t$ (assumed as an integer) can be expressed as follows:

$$X_{Tn} = \frac{1}{T_n} \sum_{i=1}^{T_n} X^n[t - T_n + i],$$

$$X_{Kn} = \frac{1}{K_n} \sum_{i=1}^{K_n} X^n[t - K_n + i]$$

(3.7)

History window size $K$ on channel $n$ is computed using Equation 3.8:

$$K^n = \begin{cases} 
\min(K^n + 1, K^n_{MAX}), & \text{if } \frac{|X^n_{Kn} - X^n_{Tn}|}{X^n_{Kn}} \leq \epsilon \\
\max([K^n - D \times K^n, T^n], & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

(3.8)

To demonstrate the accuracy of the spectrum usage tracking, we compare our proposed history window schemes with the fixed spectrum sensing window case. The spectrum sensing window is set to 200 seconds. We choose the maximum history window size as ten times
of the sensing window size. In this model, we consider one channel and the SU estimates the PU spectrum usage. To check comparison results from two traffic distribution examples, we choose PU traffic source to be exponentially distributed with $E\{T_{ON}\}=0.8$ and $E\{T_{OFF}\}=1.25$ in $0 < t \leq 2500$, and $E\{T_{ON}\}=1.25$ and $E\{T_{OFF}\}=0.8$ in $2501 \leq t \leq 5000$; and Erlang-distributed ($k = 2$) with $E\{T_{ON}\}=0.5$ and $E\{T_{OFF}\}=1.0$ in $5001 \leq t \leq 7500$, and $E\{T_{ON}\}=1.0$ and $E\{T_{OFF}\}=0.5$ in $7501 \leq t \leq 10000$. To decide on spectrum environment changes, we use the coefficient $\epsilon = 0.2$. We choose a reduction ratio of $D = 0.2$. From Figure 3.7, we can see that the proposed history window scheme has better tracking performance with smaller fluctuations on spectrum usage ratio estimation, $(\sum_{t=1}^{m} X[t])/m$, where $m$ is the sample size, when compared with a fixed sensing window of 200.
3.4 Spectrum Handoff Management

3.4.1 Voluntary Spectrum Handoff

In addition to conventional forced spectrum handoff, we define a new type of spectrum handoff, i.e., voluntary spectrum handoff. Voluntary spectrum handoff is triggered by reaching the threshold probability or time of PU presence prediction. Without PU detection, SU can predict a future presence of a PU and change the spectrum band which has lower probability of PU detection. The voluntary spectrum handoff time which is called residual spectrum lifetime can be estimated by the spectrum selection algorithms. The purpose of VSH is to reduce communication disruption time caused by the sudden PU presence. If an SU knows the time to switch to another channel, it prepares for channel switching by searching for spectrum holes and sharing spectrum information with other SUs in advance. In CRNs, the delay of FSH includes spectrum hole searching delay \( t_{\text{search}} \), spectrum information sharing delay \( t_{\text{sharing}} \) among SUs, channel ordering and selection delay \( t_{\text{decision}} \), and channel switching delay \( t_{\text{switching}} \). When a pre-prepared spectrum information is used with VSH, an SU can overlap the spectrum analysis and sharing time with the ongoing communication. Consequently, the actual communication of the SU continues while preparing for VSH. As a direct result, the communication session is disrupted for shorter periods of time under VSH than under FSH. The session disruption duration for FSH \( D_{\text{FSH}} \) and VSH \( D_{\text{VSH}} \) are expressed as follows:

\[
D_{\text{FSH}} = t_{\text{search}} + t_{\text{sharing}} + t_{\text{decision}} + t_{\text{switching}}
\]

\[
D_{\text{VSH}} = t_{\text{switching}}
\]  

3.4.2 Spectrum Lifetime Estimation

When an SU predicts PU presence (or end of the spectrum lifetime) by probabilistic calculations through PU spectrum usage estimation, it switches to a new spectrum band
without detecting a PU. The spectrum lifetimes of target channels for VSH are estimated by two algorithms. The proposed algorithms are based on the probability derived from the probability density function which is estimated from the averages (\(E\{T_{ON}^n\}\) and \(E\{T_{OFF}^n\}\)) and variances (\(var(T_{ON}^n)\) and \(var(T_{OFF}^n)\)) of ON and OFF periods on the channel sensing data. For the general type of pdf which is not formulated by the average and variance, we can adopt a pdf estimation method such as [30]. The proposed two algorithms are as follows:

**TPS (Transition Probability Selection)**

In CRNs, the derivations of transition probabilities for the general ON/OFF processes using Laplace transform are introduced in [24]. For example, the transitions probabilities for exponentially distributed ON/OFF periods can be expressed as follows:

\[
P_{00}^n(t) = (1 - u^n) + u^n \times e^{-(\lambda_{ON}^n + \lambda_{OFF}^n)t}
\]
\[
P_{01}^n(t) = u^n - u^n \times e^{-(\lambda_{ON}^n + \lambda_{OFF}^n)t},
\]
\[\begin{align*}
u^n &= \frac{\lambda_{OFF}^n}{\lambda_{ON}^n + \lambda_{OFF}^n} \\
C &= \sqrt{\left(\lambda_{ON}^n\right)^2 - 6\lambda_{ON}^n\lambda_{OFF}^n + \left(\lambda_{OFF}^n\right)^2} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Likewise, the transitions probabilities for Erlang-distributed \((k=2)\) ON/OFF periods can be expressed as:

\[
P_{00}^n(t) = 1 - \frac{1}{4} \frac{\left(\lambda_{ON}^n - \lambda_{OFF}^n\right)^2}{\lambda_{ON}^n} e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left(\lambda_{ON}^n + \lambda_{OFF}^n\right)t} \sinh\left(\frac{1}{2} C t\right) \\
+ \frac{1}{4} \left[ -4 \lambda_{ON}^n \lambda_{OFF}^n - \left(\lambda_{ON}^n - \lambda_{OFF}^n\right)^2 e^{-\left(\lambda_{ON}^n + \lambda_{OFF}^n\right)t} \\
+ \left(\lambda_{ON}^n + \lambda_{OFF}^n\right)^2 e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left(\lambda_{ON}^n + \lambda_{OFF}^n\right)t} \cosh\left(\frac{1}{2} C t\right) \right] (1 - u^n)
\]
\[\begin{align*}
P_{01}^n(t) &= 1 - P_{00}^n(t), \\
C &= \sqrt{\left(\lambda_{ON}^n\right)^2 - 6\lambda_{ON}^n\lambda_{OFF}^n + \left(\lambda_{OFF}^n\right)^2} \\
\end{align*}
\]

With the transition probabilities \(P_{00}\) (state transition probability from idle state to idle state) and \(P_{01}\) (state transition probability from idle state to busy state) from renewal theory, we can estimate spectrum lifetime for VSH. We define the spectrum lifetime \(t_n\) on channel \(n\) with transition probabilities as follows:

\[
t_n = \arg\max_{0 < t \leq t_{Max} - K^n} \{t | P_{00}^n(t) \geq P_{01}^n(t)\}
\]
In the TPS algorithm, there are two extreme cases depending on the distributions of PU spectrum usage. The first case is that the probability crossover does not happen due to low PU activities. In this case, SU will stay on the same channel and change spectrum via forced spectrum handoff. The second case is that a short spectrum lifetime is estimated such as \(0 < t_n \leq \text{one sensing period}\). In this case, the spectrum lifetime \(t_n\) is set to one sensing period and SU switches to a new channel due to the prediction of imminent PU presence only if there are channels with longer spectrum lifetime estimation.

**RBS (Reliability Based Selection)**

RBS based on the reliability theory [33] and estimates spectrum lifetime of the OFF periods. To derive a general equation, we define the following: \(T\): time until next primary user detection (r.v.), \(t\): time after the detection of no primary user, \(S(t)\): spectrum lifetime function, \(F(t)\): cumulative distribution function of \(T\), \(f(t)\): probability density function of \(T\). Spectrum lifetime function can be defined as follows:

\[
S(t) = P(T > t) = 1 - P(T \leq t) = 1 - F(t)
\]  

(3.13)

The spectrum lifetime function \(S(t)\) is a curve describing the proportion of spectrum availability by time \(t\) and expressed in terms of cumulative distribution function \(F(t)\) which can be an arbitrary distribution describing the off process. Primary user detection rate \(\mu(t)\) is defined as the relative rate for spectrum lifetime function decline:

\[
\mu(t) = -\frac{dS(t)}{S(t)dt} = -\frac{d}{dt} \ln S(t)
\]  

(3.14)

From Equation 3.14, we can get general expression of spectrum lifetime function as follows:

\[
S(t) = e^{-\int_0^t \mu(u)du}
\]  

(3.15)
For example, when $T_{OFF}^n$ is exponentially distributed with rate $\lambda_{OFF}^n$, the detection rate can be replaced by constant rate.

\[ \mu(t) = -\frac{S'(t)}{S(t)} = \lambda_{OFF}^n = \text{const} \]  

(3.16)

With the constant primary user detection rate, the spectrum lifetime function can be described by the exponential function:

\[ S(t) = e^{-\lambda_{OFF}^n t} \]  

(3.17)

Likewise when $T_{OFF}^n$ is Erlang-distributed, the detection rate can be expressed as following:

\[ \mu(t) = \frac{(\lambda_{OFF}^n)^k t^{k-1}/(k-1)!}{\sum_{m=0}^{k-1} (\lambda_{OFF}^n t)^m / m!} \]  

(3.18)

With the spectrum lifetime function, the spectrum lifetime $t_n$ on channel $n$ can be computed as follows:

\[ t_n = \arg\max_{0 < t \leq (t_{Max} - K^n)} \{ t | S(t) \geq S_{threshold} \} \]  

(3.19)

According to the spectrum lifetime, we can decide on a voluntary spectrum handoff time and select a new channel which has the longest residual spectrum lifetime. With the change of $S_{threshold}$ in RBS, we can control the activity of voluntary spectrum handoffs.

### 3.4.3 Voluntary Spectrum Handoff Process

Under VSH, an SU uses spectrum lifetime estimation to select a potential channel to switch to. The SU selects a channel which has the longest spectrum lifetime $t_n$ that is estimated by the proposed algorithms. Before the spectrum selection, the unused spectrum information between SUs should be shared and negotiated over the common control channel. The sequences of events leading to a VSH are as follows:
1. Share the unused spectrum information and estimated spectrum lifetimes $t_n$ between SUs

2. Decide on a channel which has the maximum spectrum lifetime on both SUs

3. Share and confirm the decision results

4. When spectrum lifetime expires, switch to the new channel

Note that steps 1∼3 occur without disrupting the communication session of the SU under VSH. If a PU is detected before estimated spectrum lifetime, these steps are repeated (as in FSH) in which case all 4 steps contribute to the disruption duration.

### 3.5 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate our proposed schemes, we simulate voluntary spectrum handoff performance. For the basic simulation model, we assume $N$ channels and an On-Off PU traffic source model. We assume that On-periods and Off-periods are iid positive random variables which have exponential or Erlang distributions. The simulation can be extended to various traffic distributions which are estimated from real spectrum sensing data. For the spectrum usage estimation and PU detection, SU senses all $N$ channels every second. When an SU detects PU presence, it should vacate current spectrum without further transmission and search for a new empty spectrum band to continue its communication. For the forced spectrum handoff, we choose two spectrum selection algorithms as follows:

- **Random Selection (RS):** When FSH is triggered by PU detection, an SU randomly selects a channel among spectrum bands currently unused by PU.

- **Lowest Average Selection (LAS):** When FSH is triggered, an SU selects a channel which has the lowest average of spectrum usage on history window and currently
unused by PU. LAS is the same channel selection algorithm as choosing a channel with the lowest combined BTR presented in [25].

To evaluate our proposed schemes, we compare TPS and RBS ($S_{\text{threshold}}=0.5$) algorithms for VSH with RS and LAS for FSH. SUs switch to channels that are not occupied by PUs when handoffs occur. In our simulations, we count the numbers of forced and voluntary spectrum handoffs and measure the Communication Disruption Ratio (CDR). CDR is calculated as $\frac{\text{disruption periods}}{\text{total communication time}}$. In our simulations, the disruption period of SU communication increases in the following two cases:

- When FSHs or VSHs are triggered.
- When all channels are used by PUs.

If all channels are used by PUs, then the SU waits until a spectrum hole emerges. Simulation results about the channel switching and packet transmission delays are provided in several existing works [24, 25, 34]. In our system model, the delay components of FSH include $t_{\text{search}}$, $t_{\text{sharing}}$, $t_{\text{decision}}$, and $t_{\text{switching}}$. In [24], the channel switching delay including $t_{\text{search}}$, $t_{\text{decision}}$, and $t_{\text{switching}}$ is reported between 80 msec and 350 msec. In [34], the packet delay of a single hop communication is reported as 100 msec, which can be considered as $t_{\text{sharing}}/2$. With these simulation results, we assume that an SU’s communication is disrupted for $D_{\text{FSH}}=500$ msec during FSH to detect spectrum holes and connect to another SU. In case of VSH, we assume that SU’s communication is disrupted for 50 msec to switch to a new spectrum. In the simulation model, we choose a maximum history window size of 1000 sec, which is five times larger than the spectrum sensing window of 200 sec for all channels. The total simulation time is 5000 seconds for each configuration.
3.5.1 Spectrum Handoff Count Comparison

For various communication scenarios, we define 4 traffic patterns with Erlang distribution ($k=2$) which have different channel usage parameters as shown in Table 3.1. In Table 3.1, Identical Mode (IM) represents channel usage ratios on all channels are the same. Dense Mode (DM) represents high spectrum usage and Sparse Mode (SM) represents low spectrum usage. Hybrid Mode (HM) includes 3 different hybrid channels. In each mode, the number of channels is 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>IM</th>
<th>DM</th>
<th>SM</th>
<th>HM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E{T_{ON}}$</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0, 6.0, 9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E{T_{OFF}}$</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0, 6.0, 3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We summarize and compare spectrum handoff counts after 5000 seconds simulation time in Table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectrum Handoff</th>
<th>IM</th>
<th>DM</th>
<th>SM</th>
<th>HM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>FSH</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAS</td>
<td>FSH</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS</td>
<td>FSH</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSH</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBS</td>
<td>FSH</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSH</td>
<td>1598</td>
<td>1699</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In case of RS and LAS, we count only FSHs because there is no VSH. In identical mode, the VSH schemes including TPS and RBS have 23%–35% less FSHs and RBS has the lowest FSH counts as 627. In dense mode, both TPS and RBS reduce FSH counts significantly. In case of RS and LAS, the total FSH counts are 948 and 960 respectively. But, TPS can reduce the FSH counts to 55 with 3396 VSHs, and RBS can reduce the FSH counts to 489 with 1699 VSHs. In sparse mode, TPS and RBS have similar FSH counts as RS and LAS. In case of low PU spectrum usage, TPS and RBS cannot significantly reduce the FSH counts with VSH events. In hybrid mode case, RBS again has the lowest FSH counts. The FSH counts are sorted as RBS < LAS < TPS < RS. In all these simulations, it is evident that VSH schemes with TPS and RBS reduce forced handoffs and add more voluntary handoff events. We note that the total number of handoffs, both voluntary and forced, is larger under the two VSH schemes than under FSH schemes. Despite this increase, the communication disruptions are reduced as shown in Section V.B.

With the same simulation results of spectrum handoff count comparison, we compare the communication disruption ratio depending on the time changes. In the comparison graphs, the results have a transient effect during the first 1000 seconds of the simulations.

**Identical Mode:** In identical mode, all 9 channels are configured with Erlang distributed ON/OFF processes ($k=2$) with $E\{T_{ON}\} = 3.0$ and $E\{T_{OFF}\} = 3.0$ to simulate spectrum behavior in which ON and OFF rates are equal. In this traffic model, the PU spectrum usage ratio is around 50%. In Figure 3.8, while VSH schemes have around 10% disruption ratios and FSH methods have around 13% disruption ratios over total simulation time. This means that during 5000 seconds simulation time TPS and RBS with VSH have 150 seconds longer uninterrupted connection time which is caused by 23%–35% fewer FSHs shown in
Table 3.2. After 5000 seconds simulation, the performance is ordered as $\text{RBS} > \text{TPS} > \text{RS} > \text{LAS}$.

**Dense Mode:** In dense mode, all 9 channels are configured with $E\{T_{ON}\} = 9.0$ and $E\{T_{OFF}\} = 3.0$ to simulate high spectrum usage behavior. In this traffic model, the PU spectrum usage ratio is around 75%. From Figure 3.9, we can see the TPS and RBS have 11.5% and 14.5% disruption ratios respectively whereas RS and LAS have 19% disruption ratios. The 4.5%~7.5% performance gains of TPS and RBS are obtained from reducing FSH counts and replacing them with VSHs as shown in Table 3.2. This means that SUs can have longer uninterrupted connection times with VSH when PU spectrum usage ratio
Figure 3.9: CDR Comparison for DM

is high. In comparison of each VSH schemes, TPS has superior performance from more aggressive VSHs than RBS. The performance is ordered as TPS > RBS > LAS > RS.

**Sparse Mode:** In sparse mode, all 9 channels are configured with $E\{T_{ON}\} = 3.0$ and $E\{T_{OFF}\} = 9.0$ to simulate low spectrum usage behavior. In this traffic model, the PU spectrum usage ratio is around 25%. From Figure 3.10, all spectrum selection algorithms including VSH schemes have similar disruption ratios around 4.3%~4.8%. This means the TPS and RBS schemes deliver small benefits since FSH occurs before estimated spectrum lifetimes are reached due to low PU spectrum usage.

**Hybrid Mode:** To simulate heterogeneous spectrum usage behaviors, 3 channels are configured with $E\{T_{ON}\} = 3.0$ and $E\{T_{OFF}\} = 9.0$, 3 channels with $E\{T_{ON}\} = 6.0$ and
Figure 3.10: CDR Comparison for SM

$E\{T_{OFF}\} = 6.0$, and 3 channels with $E\{T_{ON}\} = 9.0$ and $E\{T_{OFF}\} = 3.0$. In this traffic model, the PU spectrum usage ratio is around 50% on average. In comparison results shown in Figure 3.11, LAS, TPS, and RBS have lower CDR than RS. The performance is ordered as RBS $>$ LAS $>$ TPS $>$ RS. The sequences are the same as the reverse order of the forced spectrum handoff counts shown in Section V.A.

3.5.2 Communication Disruption Ratio Comparison

3.5.3 Effect of Primary User Spectrum Usage

To show the effect of PU spectrum usage, we ran another set of simulations where PU spectrum usage ratios are varied between 0 (no channel is used by PUs) and 1 (all channels are used by PUs) with exponentially distributed On-Off periods. The PU spectrum usage
ratio on a channel $n$ is defined as $E\{T_{ON}^n\}/(E\{T_{ON}^n\} + E\{T_{OFF}^n\})$ which is varied from 0 to 1 on each 9 channels. In every parameter combination, we average the results for 5000 seconds simulation time.

For CDR comparisons of all spectrum selection algorithms with different PU spectrum usages, the control of PU spectrum usage ratios is achieved using a variable $\lambda_{ON}=1/E\{T_{ON}\}$ and a fixed $\lambda_{OFF}=1/E\{T_{OFF}\}$ as $1/3$. Figure 3.12 is the extended version of Figure 3.8 with different probability density function (from Erlang to Exponential) and various PU spectrum usage ratios (from a fixed ratio of 0.5 to variable ratios between 0 and 1). Figure 3.12 shows that TPS and RBS have lower disruption ratios in most cases. Between 0.3 and 0.9 of PU spectrum ratio, VSH schemes have benefits from voluntary handoffs by
Figure 3.12: CDR Comparison with $E\{T_{OFF}\} = 3$

reducing forced handoffs. Between VSH schemes, RBS has better performance in most cases. Between 0.3 and 0.8 of PU spectrum ratio, RBS quite aggressively reduces FSH counts with active VSHs and has lower disruption ratios than TPS VSH scheme. The aggressive VSHs of RBS are caused by short spectrum lifetime estimation. Beyond PU spectrum ratio of 0.8, all VSH schemes show similar behaviors which indicates that they estimate spectrum lifetimes similarly. The sharp increase in CDR between 0.8 and 1 is caused by the unavailability of available channels in the network with increased PU activity.

To see the effects of various traffic parameters, we measure each CDR with variable $\lambda_{ON}$ and $\lambda_{OFF}$ and compare CDR ratios based on the RBS CDR. Figure 3.13(a) and
Figure 3.13 shows CDR variations of RS and RBS with various PU traffic parameters. The RS and RBS CDR traces on Figure 3.12 represent slices of Figure 3.13(a) and Figure 3.13(b) with $\lambda_{OFF} = 1/3$. In Figure 3.13(a) and Figure 3.13(b), RS CDR is lower than 20% and RBS CDR is lower than 15% in all ranges of OFF rate and PU usage ratio of 0.8 or less. While overall CDR of RS increases as $\lambda_{OFF}$ increases, the CDR of RBS between 0.3 and 0.7 of PU spectrum ratio decreases as $\lambda_{OFF}$ increases due to VSHs. Both RS and RBS CDR dramatically increase for PU spectrum usage ratio of 0.8 and higher. This increase happens because there are not enough spectrum holes for SUs due to the high spectrum usage of PUs.

To compare CDR performance among spectrum selection algorithms, we measure and calculate the CDR ratios of RS/RBS, LAS/RBS, and TPS/RBS. Because RBS has relatively stable and superior performance result with various traffic parameters, we choose RBS as a comparison base. In comparison results, the ratios greater than 1 mean that RBS
has superior performance. In case of RS and LAS comparisons in Figure 3.14(a) and Figure 3.14(b), the ratios are greater than 1 in all ranges. This means that RBS algorithm has longer undisrupted connection times with various traffic parameters when compared with RS and LAS. Between PU spectrum usage ratios 0 and 0.3, the CDR ratios increase slowly. Especially, RBS CDR has longer undisrupted connection times between PU spectrum usage ratios 0.3 and 0.9. Beyond PU spectrum usage ratio of 0.9, the CDR ratios converge on 1 because there are no spectrum holes for SUs. In comparison of TPS with RBS in Figure 3.14(c), TPS has better performance between PU spectrum usage ratios 0.3 and 0.7 with $\lambda_{OFF} \geq 0.25$ by initiating VSHs more aggressively than TBS. The comparison results rapidly converge to 1 between PU spectrum usage ratios 0.7 and 0.8.
Figure 3.14: CDR Comparison with RBS
CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis, we propose two dynamic radio resource assignment schemes: *Adaptive Channel Hopping* in wireless sensor networks and *Voluntary Spectrum Handoff* in cognitive radio networks.

For interference robust sensor networks, a simple and reliable adaptive channel hopping scheme with standard compatibility is introduced. The proposed adaptive channel hopping method is designed to avoid the interference from other nodes and technologies on the ISM band based through link quality estimation. We propose algorithms for parent and child nodes to avoid interference using two messages with a three-way handshake and three timeout values to ensure channel locking. To minimize channel hopping latency, group members use an adaptive channel hopping sequence. In the comparison of each channel selection algorithm, ALQI has superior performance to RS and SS in all ranges and conditions. We have introduced a novel spectrum handoff scheme called voluntary spectrum handoff to minimize secondary user’s disruption periods during spectrum handoff. To determine voluntary spectrum handoff time, we define spectrum lifetime which is estimated by two spectrum selection algorithms: Transition Probability Selection (TPS) and Reliability Based Selection (RBS). Thus, two spectrum selection algorithms are based on primary user spectrum usage estimation. For spectrum usage estimation, we propose to use a fixed
sensing window and a variable history window. The simulation results show that secondary users can reduce forced spectrum handoff counts with voluntary spectrum handoffs. With the reduced forced spectrum handoffs, secondary users can have longer undisrupted connection times. In the comparisons of each spectrum selection algorithm, while TPS has superior performance on DM, RBS has superior performance on IM and HM. On the performance comparison of various PU traffic parameters, RBS shows superior performance on various PU spectrum usage ratios.

With the radio resource management schemes (ACH and VSH), the sensor networks can minimize channel hopping latency and maintain robust communication in interfered environments, and secondary users in cognitive radio networks can have longer undisrupted connection times.

For the future work of Adaptive Channel Hopping, we would like to measure channel hopping latency and packet delivery ratio with hardware implementation in various interference environments. On the future of Voluntary Spectrum Handoff, we would like to explore an estimation of PU spectrum usage distributions from real world data sets, such as cellular and WiFi usage statistics, to build more realistic system models with voluntary spectrum handoffs on application traffic.


